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In this infographic we explore eight of the applications
of SP|
Fiber Lasers, perfectly showcasing their impressive versatility;
these are - ablation, additive manufacturing,
cleaning,
cutting, drilling, engraving, marking and welding. These are
not the only applications
of SPI Lasers, but it will give readers
an idea of their versatility.
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Additive manufacturing
(often allso referred to
as 30 printing) starts with a 30 CAD software
design which is an intricate digital| bllueprint for
the work the laser will need to complete. The
laser will apply/print
material (e.g. metal
powder) in super-fine |layers to the design of
the CAD drawing. Through this process of
"addition" the finished product wiIIIl eventualllly
be created "|layer by Ilayer".
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CLEANING
Laser cleaning as the name suggests involves
the use of lasers in the cleaning of surface
debris and other layers of contamination
without causing damage to the
surrounding required materials.
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WELDING
We,d,ng is another application that can be
appllied and is irrespective of the material| or its
thickness. Laser we||ding has allready rep|laced
many human we||ding tasks, which require a
high level of skin and are more prone to error.
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To discover just how versatile our Fiber Lasers can be, and how
they could benefit your business call us on 01489 779 696

